Does truth matter to voters? The effects of correcting political misinformation in an Australian sample
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In the ‘post-truth era’, political fact-checking has become an issue of considerable significance. A recent study in the context of the 2016 US election found that fact-checks of statements by Donald Trump changed participants’ beliefs about those statements—regardless of whether participants supported Trump—but not their feelings towards Trump or voting intentions. However, the study balanced corrections of inaccurate statements with an equal number of affirmations of accurate statements. Therefore, the null effect of fact-checks on participants’ voting intentions and feelings may have arisen because of this artificially created balance. Moreover, Trump’s statements were not contrasted with statements from an opposing politician, and Trump’s perceived veracity was not measured. The present study (N = 370) examined the issue further, manipulating the ratio of corrections to affirmations, and using Australian politicians (and Australian participants) from both sides of the political spectrum. We hypothesized that fact-checks would correct beliefs and that fact-checks would affect voters’ support (i.e. voting intentions, feelings and perceptions of veracity), but only when corrections outnumbered affirmations. Both hypotheses were supported, suggesting that a politician’s veracity does sometimes matter to voters. The effects of fact-checking were similar on both sides of the political spectrum, suggesting little motivated reasoning in the processing of fact-checks.
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1. Introduction

Veracity is generally considered an important attribute in politicians, yet they often make incorrect or misleading statements [1]. Such statements can shape policies and beliefs for years to come. For example, during the presidency of George W. Bush, American politicians justified the 2003 invasion of Iraq by claiming that it possessed weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Despite clear evidence to the contrary emerging after the invasion [2,3], for years many Americans continued to believe that Iraq had WMD immediately prior to the conflict [4,5]. Furthermore, a month after the release of a key US intelligence report confirming Iraq had not possessed WMD prior to the invasion [2], President Bush won re-election.

The prevalence of political misinformation undermines the public’s capacity to make informed political choices [6,7]. In response to this concern, fact-checking has become increasingly common in recent years [8,9]. However, research has yet to adequately address two key questions: (1) How effectively does fact-checking a politician’s statements change belief in the truth of those statements? (2) How does recurrent evidence that a politician made false statements affect support for that politician? The present study was designed to help address these questions. It was run in Australia, rather than the USA, in order to contrast misinformation from two contemporary politicians—one on the political right, one on the political left—who are otherwise comparable across many dimensions. To foreshadow, this is also important because our results suggest that the impact of politicians’ false statements on the level of support they receive may differ between the USA and Australia.

The next two sections outline relevant prior literature. First, we discuss how corrective information affects beliefs, and how attitudes may impact this process. Second, we discuss how changes in attitudes and intentions may or may not follow from any change in belief. We define attitudes as generic viewpoints regarding specific issues, institutions or groups that are integral to a person’s social identity [10,11]. In the specific context of this study, we will investigate partisan attitudes in particular, that is, participants’ political worldview on a left–right dimension and their attitude towards the major left- versus right-leaning political parties in Australia.

2. Changing beliefs

Misinformation that has been corrected often continues to affect people’s memories, beliefs and inferential reasoning, even if those people remember the correction and believe it to be accurate [12–17]. For example, Ecker et al. [18] presented participants with a fictitious news report about a robbery at a liquor store. The report first stated that police suspected the perpetrators were Aboriginal Australians, but later retracted this information, clarifying that police no longer suspected the robbers were Aboriginal. However, participants continued to rely on the corrected misinformation in answering inference questions. For example, some participants referred to the robbers speaking an Aboriginal language (which was not mentioned in the report) when asked why the shop owner had difficulties understanding the attackers. This reliance on corrected information occurred despite most participants recalling the correction when queried about it directly. In other words, corrections will often reduce but not eliminate the influence of misinformation on reasoning. This phenomenon holds for both political and non-political topics (see [19–21] for reviews).

This continued influence of misinformation despite corrections is often strongest when that misinformation is congruent with a person’s pre-existing attitudes or worldview, whereas the correction is not [22]. Nyhan & Reifler [5] provided participants with mock news articles that included a misleading claim, for instance, that tax cuts under President Bush had increased government revenue or that Bush had banned stem cell research. In some conditions, the articles also included a correction of the misleading claim. These corrections were generally less effective when they were incongruent with a participant’s attitudes, such as when left-wing participants were informed that Bush had not banned stem cell research. In fact, in the most right-wing participants, reading that Bush’s tax cuts had not actually increased government revenue ironically resulted in stronger beliefs that revenue had increased, an effect known as the ‘worldview backfire effect’.

Other studies have likewise found that existing attitudes have an impact on the effectiveness of corrections [23–26]. One explanation for these attitude effects is that attitude-incongruent corrections induce motivated reasoning—the processing of new information such that existing attitudes are able to be maintained [27,28]. Proposed mechanisms of motivated reasoning include generating counterarguments to attitude-incongruent messages [29–32], bringing to mind reasons for holding one’s initial attitude [28], and derogating sources of attitude-incongruent messages [7,33].
However, the strength and even presence of attitude effects appear to vary. For example, in Ecker et al.’s study [18], participants’ levels of prejudice towards Aboriginal Australians had no impact on the effectiveness of corrections. While highly prejudiced participants referred more often to the presumed aboriginality of the robbers in general, both high- and low-prejudice groups reduced their reliance on the race-related information to a similar extent when provided with a correction (i.e. there was a main effect of racial prejudice but no interaction between prejudice and the correction). Ecker et al. suggested that pre-existing attitudes may have no impact on the effectiveness of a correction if belief change does not require attitude change. That is, a highly prejudiced person could accept that a particular robbery was not committed by Aboriginal people while still believing most robberies are. They could thus change their belief regarding the specific robbery without having to change their attitudes towards Aboriginal people.

By contrast, updating more general beliefs—for example, regarding the overall crime rate among Aboriginal Australians—may require some degree of attitude change. Thus, attitudes would be expected to have a greater impact on correction effectiveness with such general assertions. Ecker & Ang [23] found support for this notion in a study investigating political misinformation. They contrasted correction of a specific case of alleged misconduct with a correction of a more general case of misconduct; political attitudes were found to have little impact on retraction processing if the retraction concerned a specific case of an individual politician allegedly involved in misconduct. However, attitudes had a significant impact if the retraction concerned a general assertion that politicians from a specific party were more likely involved in misconduct.

Likewise, other studies have suggested that the processing of corrective information is affected by attitudes only if (a) the information directly challenges those attitudes and (b) those attitudes are strongly held and important to the individual [5,32,34–38]. Thus, it may be that the motivated rejection of corrections only occurs when changing beliefs would require changing strong attitudes. By contrast, when attitudes are weaker or can be maintained regardless of any belief change triggered by an event-specific correction, the efficacy of corrections may be unaffected by their attitudinal status [18,23]. In the following, we will refer to this argument—that motivated rejection of corrections occurs only when strong attitudes are directly challenged—as the ‘attitude-protection hypothesis’.

Swire et al. [39] found results which appear consistent with this hypothesis. In their study, conducted during the 2016 US Presidential election campaign, participants were shown statements that had been made by Donald Trump on the campaign trail. Four of these statements were accurate and four were inaccurate. Initial belief in these statements was higher for Trump’s supporters than non-supporters. However, fact-checks of these statements were similarly effective for both supporters and non-supporters, increasing belief in accurate statements and decreasing belief in inaccurate statements.

Swire et al. [39] suggested the lack of attitude effects on beliefs may have resulted from at least some of the statements being tangential to participants’ core attitudes. Even if supporters and non-supporters had strong attitudes regarding Trump, those core attitudes need not have constrained people’s views on the particular issues addressed in Trump's statements, such as the cost of the Iraq War. It is known that views on specific issues do not consistently map onto party preferences [40–44]. Thus, people may be able to update their belief in a politician’s statements without having to change any strong attitudes. Under such conditions, the attitude-protection hypothesis would predict no attitude effects on the degree of belief change, just as Swire et al. observed.

Finally, there is a debate over whether, when such attitude-protective effects occur, they are stronger among right-wing individuals than left-wing individuals. There is some evidence that conservatives employ more motivated reasoning in the face of information that challenges their attitudes due to conservatives’ reportedly higher levels of dogmatism, need for closure, sensitivity to threat and ‘bullshit receptivity’ [9,23,43,45–53]. Alternatively, it may be that the underlying mechanisms of motivated reasoning are the same regardless of political orientation, and that motivated reasoning therefore occurs symmetrically across political orientations [27,30,54–56]. For example, liberals and conservatives have been found to be equally likely to engage in cognitive shortcuts to render an interpretation of scientific data consonant with their attitudes [57].

The first aim of the present study was to extend Swire et al.’s [39] finding that general political attitudes did not moderate belief change following fact-checks of a politician’s statements. Moreover, we used both a left-wing and a right-wing politician, allowing further investigation of whether

---

1One could view the attitude-protection hypothesis as a special case of Kahan’s identity-protection hypothesis (e.g. [27]), as attitudes are an integral part of a person’s social identity. However, the emphasis here lies more on the premise that attitude-incongruent corrections may be fully effective as long as they do not directly call for attitude change.
attitudes impact belief change differently (a) among left-wing versus right-wing participants and (b) for statements from preferred versus non-preferred politicians.

We now turn to prior literature relevant to the second question motivating this study: How does evidence that a politician made false statements affect attitudes and voting intentions regarding that politician?

3. Changing attitudes and intentions

Attitudes and behavioural intentions are often more consequential, and thus more important to change, than specific beliefs (see [4,58]). To illustrate with an extreme case, if fact-checking led every citizen of a country to recognize that every statement a given politician made was false, but that politician was still liked and won election, the fact-checking would arguably be of limited value. Unfortunately, it cannot be assumed that changes in beliefs flow directly into changes in attitudes and intentions. For example, in Swire et al.’s [39] study, although refuting four of Trump’s statements decreased belief in those statements, it had no impact on participants’ feelings towards Trump or their intentions to vote for him.

The authors suggested two possible explanations of these findings. First, voters may not particularly care if politicians lack veracity. Alternatively, given that Swire et al.’s [39] participants were shown as many accurate as inaccurate statements, it may be that a detrimental effect of exposing Trump’s inaccurate statements on voting intentions and feelings of his supporters was counteracted by a positive effect of affirming his accurate statements. Swire et al. thus called for further research to vary the ratio of true and false claims in order to investigate the effects of presenting more corrections than affirmations of a politician’s statements. Indeed, a prior study suggests that negative information about a supported political candidate may not cause more negative attitudes towards them unless the amount of negative information reaches a sufficient magnitude [26].

However, a third explanation of these findings is also possible. It may be that voting intentions and feelings did not change because perceptions of Trump’s general tendency to be accurate did not change. It may be that Trump’s supporters would have adjusted their attitudes towards him, had they adjusted their perceptions of his general veracity, but that four correct and four incorrect statements were insufficient evidence of a deviation from their expectations. It would therefore be valuable to measure the perceptions of a politician’s veracity, to distinguish whether people (a) are indeed changing their perceptions of veracity yet not changing their feelings or intentions, or (b) are not changing their perceptions of a politician’s veracity in the first place.

The second aim of the present study was therefore to examine whether the balance of true and false statements from a politician might affect people’s level of support. We therefore also manipulated the ratio of true and false statements presented to participants.

4. The present study

The present study’s design largely followed that of Swire et al. [39]. Participants were shown real statements politicians had made, followed by fact-checks of these statements. We investigated how these fact-checks affected belief in the statements and voting intentions and feelings regarding the politicians. There were three key differences. First, we recruited Australian participants and used Australian politicians from each side of the political spectrum—namely, Bill Shorten and Malcolm Turnbull, who at the time of the study was conducted were leaders of the left-wing Labor party and right-wing Liberal party, respectively. This allowed us to test the generalizability of Swire et al.’s findings in a different national and cultural context. (Turnbull and Shorten seemed particularly well suited for a comparison as they were similarly unpopular with Australian voters and were also perceived as similar characters, occasionally even being referred to in the Australian media as ‘terrible twins’.) Second, we manipulated the ratio of true to false statements. Some participants received an equal number of inaccurate statements (hereafter referred to as myths) and accurate statements (hereafter, facts), whereas others received mainly myths. Third, we asked participants how often they considered the politicians to be accurate in their statements in general—that is, we measured perceptions of veracity.

Our first hypothesis (H1) was that fact-checks would increase fact beliefs and decrease myth beliefs. Associated with H1 were three subordinate research questions. We expected that (a) pre-fact-check, participants would believe more in myths from a favoured, attitude-congruent source than a non-favoured, attitude-incongruent source. (b) We were curious whether fact-check efficacy would be
influenced by the congruence between information source and personal attitude, and (c) if such attitude effects were to occur, whether they would be stronger among right-wing participants or symmetrical across political orientations. Finally, our second main hypothesis (H2) was that candidate’s support (voting intentions, feelings, perceived veracity) would not change when an equal number of facts and myths were fact-checked, but would decrease when participants received mostly myth corrections.

5. Material and methods

This study had a $2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 3$ between–within design. The within-subjects factor was fact-check (pre, post). The between-subjects factors were politician (Shorten, Turnbull), myth:fact ratio (4 : 1, 4 : 4), and participants’ political orientation (left-wing, right-wing). The study was run as an experimental survey using the Qualtrics software (Qualtrics, Provo, UT).

5.1. Participants

The sample comprised 455 participants: 100 undergraduate students from the University of Western Australia and 355 online participants who were residents of Australia. As most participants were recruited online, various quality-control items were included in the survey; these are described in detail in the Materials section. Based on a priori criteria, participants were excluded if they failed an attention filter ($n = 47$), indicated that they had already completed the experiment on a different platform ($n = 7$), indicated that their data should be discarded because they had not been paying attention ($n = 1$), or failed at least one of two questions assessing basic Australian political knowledge ($n = 42$); these questions were designed to be extremely easy for Australian residents to answer correctly, and were thus intended to allow for the exclusion of participants who lacked a bare minimum of relevant knowledge, such as newly arrived international students. As some participants met more than one exclusion criterion, the final sample size was $N = 370$.

The final sample consisted of 82 undergraduates (57 female, 25 male; age range 17–45 years, $M_{age} = 21.24$, s.d.$_{age} = 5.70$) and 288 online participants (125 female, 161 male, two undisclosed gender; age range 18–81 years, $M_{age} = 39.23$, s.d.$_{age} = 16.82$). Online participants were recruited from multiple platforms to achieve timely completion. The undergraduates participated in exchange for course credit, while the online participants received a small reimbursement. All participants participated voluntarily after reading an ethically approved information sheet and providing informed consent. Data were collected between April and July 2017.

Participants were randomly allocated to politician and myth:fact ratio conditions; allocation to either the Shorten or the Turnbull condition determined which politician a participant saw statements from and answered questions about. Participants were split up into left-wing and right-wing groups based on their responses to a political orientation questionnaire.

5.2. Materials

Political orientation was assessed using a six-item scale. The scale included the five items of Ecker and Ang’s [23] party-preference scale, a modification of Mehrabian’s [59] conservatism–liberalism scale for use in Australia. This questionnaire requires participants to respond to five statements on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from ‘Strongly disagree’ (1) to ‘Strongly agree’ (5). A representative item is ‘The major national media are too protective of the Labor party for my taste’. The sixth item asked participants to ‘indicate the extent to which you identify as politically left-wing or right-wing’ on a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from ‘Very left-wing’ (1) to ‘Very right-wing’ (7).

Australian political knowledge was assessed using two multiple-choice questions: ‘Who is the leader of the political party One Nation?’ and ‘Which of these people is a former Australian Prime Minister?’ In addition to the correct response options ‘Pauline Hanson’ and ‘Kevin Rudd’, respectively, each of these questions had seven lure options, which were figures from modern or historical Australian politics.

Three measures assessed various aspects of participants’ views regarding the politician they were allocated. Voting intentions were assessed with the question ‘If today was election day, and you could

2Specifically, 175 participants were recruited via Qualtrics, 53 via Prolific Academic, 50 via Microworkers and 10 via Amazon Mechanical Turk.
vote directly for a new prime minister, how likely would you be to vote for Bill Shorten/Malcolm Turnbull? (which name a given participant was shown was determined by which politician condition that participant had been allocated to). Responses were provided on an 11-point Likert scale from ‘Extremely unlikely’ (0) to ‘Extremely likely’ (10). Feelings towards the allocated politician were assessed with a ‘feeling thermometer’, on which participants rated how favourably they felt towards the politician on a scale from 0 to 100, with higher scores indicating more favourable feelings. The perceived veracity of the allocated politician was assessed by the question ‘On the whole, how often would you say Bill Shorten/Malcolm Turnbull is accurate in what he says?’, responded to on an 11-point Likert scale from ‘Never’ (0) to ‘Always’ (10).

We compiled four inaccurate statements (myths) and four accurate statements (facts) made publically by each politician in the time period 2014–2016. An example myth was ‘Bill Shorten said nine out of ten Australians spend more than 90 minutes a day travelling to and from work’. An example fact was ‘Bill Shorten said in late 2014 that the youth unemployment rate was at a 13-year high’. Belief in each statement was assessed with the question: ‘On a scale of 0–10, do you believe Shorten’s/Turnbull’s statement to be true?’ responded to on an 11-point Likert scale from ‘Definitely false’ (0) to ‘Definitely true’ (10).

Additionally, a fact-check of between 41 and 69 words was generated for each statement. The fact-check associated with the abovementioned myth was ‘Shorten’s statement is incorrect and misleading. Data from the Household, Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia survey show that less than 2 in 10 Australians spend more than 90 min a day travelling to and from work. The average time spent commuting was around half that time.’ The fact-check associated with the abovementioned fact was ‘Shorten’s statement is correct. The Australian Bureau of Statistics report that in October 2014, the youth unemployment rate was at 13.8%. The last time it had been as high as 13.8% was in November 2001, 13 years prior to Shorten’s statement.’ The full set of myths, facts and fact-checks, as well as the full set of questions can be found in the electronic supplementary material.

5.3. Procedure

The undergraduate participants were tested individually and completed the experiment on a computer in a laboratory. The remaining participants completed the experiment online. Participants first answered questions about their age and gender, followed by the six political orientation questions and the two political knowledge questions. Participants then responded to a first round of voting intentions, feelings and perceived veracity measures about the politician they were allocated.

Participants were told they would receive between five and eight statements from this politician. Half received four myths and four facts from their allocated politician, while the other half received four myths but only one fact (which was randomly selected from the pool of four). In total, the set of five or eight statements was presented three times; statements were always shown one at a time, in random order. On the first presentation, participants rated their belief in each statement. On the second presentation, each statement was accompanied by the appropriate fact-check. Participants could only click past these fact-checks after a minimum of 7 s had elapsed. On the third and final presentation, participants re-rated their belief in each statement.

Participants then responded to a second round of the voting intentions, feelings and perceived veracity measures. For online participants, this was followed by an educational attainment question, an attention filter, and a question regarding prior completion. Finally, all participants answered a question regarding whether they had paid attention. The median time taken to complete the survey was 8 min (the minimum time required was determined a priori to be 3 min; no one completed the survey faster).

6. Results

6.1. Coding

A political orientation score was calculated by averaging the responses to the six political orientation items and transforming the resulting mean onto a 0–1 scale. (All dependent variables were likewise transformed to a 0–1 scale to facilitate interpretation of scores and results.) This composite scale was associated with Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.92$. The mean political orientation score was $M = 0.44$, s.d. = 0.26, with higher scores indicating more right-wing orientation; the sample was thus slightly left-leaning on average. Participants were split into two political orientation groups using the midpoint of the
scale (excluding the actual midpoint itself): left-wing ($n = 219$; political orientation score $M = 0.26$, s.d. = 0.14) and right-wing ($n = 128$; $M = 0.73$, s.d. = 0.14). Pre- and post-fact-check myth/fact belief scores were obtained by averaging participants’ pre- and post-fact-check myth/fact belief ratings, respectively. The three dependent variables of voting intentions, feelings and perceived veracity were highly correlated ($r_s > 0.76$ at time 1 and $r_s > 0.67$ at time 2) and were combined in a composite ‘support’ score for the main analysis, following an a priori analysis plan. Moreover, the politician factor (Shorten versus Turnbull) was recoded to a source congruence factor (congruent versus incongruent) that reflected the congruence between participant’s attitude and the politician’s affiliation.

For the sake of clarity, analyses reported below do not reflect the full experimental design; specifically, the myth:fact ratio factor was primarily of interest in the analysis of the support measure and was thus omitted from the analysis of belief measures. Likewise, the political orientation factor was only included in the analyses of belief measures, but omitted from the analysis of the support measure. Full analyses yielded identical conclusions and are provided in the electronic supplementary material.

6.2. Myth belief

To investigate the effects of fact-checks on myth belief, and how these effects might differ depending on source congruence and political orientation, we ran a $2 \times 2 \times 2$ between–within ANOVA on myth belief scores. Fact-check (pre, post) was a within-subjects factor, and between-subjects factors were source congruence (congruent, incongruent) and political orientation (left-wing, right-wing). Table 1 shows the ANOVA results, and figure 1 shows the myth belief scores across conditions.3

This showed a main effect of fact-check, showing that myth belief was reduced from pre to post, a main effect of political orientation, showing that myth belief was somewhat greater in right-wing participants in general, as well as a main effect of source congruence, indicating that participants tended to believe more in source-congruent myths. The main effects were qualified by two interactions: the fact-check × source congruence interaction indicated that myth beliefs decreased more if the myth came from a favoured source; the three-way interaction showed that this was true primarily for left-wing participants. This indicates that left-wing participants reduced their belief in myths from a congruent source much more than their belief in myths from an incongruent source (post hoc interaction contrast: $F_{1,343} = 35.10, p < 0.001$). This effect was driven entirely by strong pre-correction belief differences (post hoc contrast: $F_{1,343} = 70.83, p < 0.001$), with particularly low baseline belief in incongruent (i.e. Turnbull) myths in left-wing participants. Thus, while left-wing participants reduced their belief in both politicians’ myths to a very similar post-correction level, their beliefs had ‘further to fall’ for congruent (Shorten) myths than for incongruent (Turnbull) myths. There was no source congruence difference in right-wing participants (not even pre-fact-check; post hoc contrast: $F_{1,343} = 2.75, p = 0.10$).

Thus, with regard to H1, it was found that corrections strongly reduced myth beliefs; regarding the three subordinate research questions, we found that (a) pre-fact-check, source congruence was a predictor of myth belief but only in left-wing participants; and (b) no source congruence effects occurred post-fact-check: myth belief was reduced to an equally low level across conditions, and corrections that could be seen as worldview-threatening (i.e. corrections of myths from an attitude-congruent source) were not less effective. Thus, (c) corrections were equally effective in left- and right-wing participants, but only left-wing participants showed a pre-correction bias towards believing myths from a favoured source more than myths from a non-favoured source. This resulted in left-wing participants reducing their belief in myths from an attitude-congruent source (Shorten) more than their belief in myths form an incongruent source (Turnbull), which is the opposite of what would be expected if the response to a correction were driven by motivated cognition.4

3This ANOVA, as well as the ANOVAs discussed below for the other dependent variables, was also run with participant source (laboratory, online) as an additional between-subjects factor. However, as no substantial differences in result patterns were found between the two sources, all analyses will be reported without that factor. All effects reported as significant in the following analyses involving political orientation were also significant in ANOVAs defining political orientation via median split (i.e. with approx. equal sample sizes across groups). Note that additional analyses including the ratio factor are reported in electronic supplementary material, table S1 and figure S1.

4Despite the fact that groups were based on a midpoint-split, due to the overall skew of the sample towards the left, the left-wing group on average also held more extreme attitudes than the right-wing group. To explore whether our findings reflected a genuine left versus right asymmetry or simply stronger bias in the more extreme group, we added an extremity score as a covariate to the analysis
6.3. Fact belief

As with myth belief, we ran an ANOVA on fact belief scores with the within-subjects factor fact-check (pre, post) and the between-subjects factors source congruence (congruent, incongruent) and political orientation (left-wing, right-wing). Table 1 shows the ANOVA results, and figure 2 shows the fact belief scores across conditions.

There was the expected main effect of fact-check, such that fact-checks increased fact belief, and a main effect of source congruence, such that facts were believed more if they came from an attitude-congruent source. There were no significant interactions, although a post hoc interaction contrast suggested that the congruence effect on pre-fact-check beliefs was again stronger in left-wing participants, $F_{1,343} = 8.48$, $p = 0.004$.

Thus, with regard to H1, it was found that fact-checks increased fact beliefs. With regard to the subordinate research questions, we found that (a) source–attitude congruence was a predictor of fact beliefs; and (b) fact-checks that could be seen as worldview-threatening (i.e. affirmations of myths from a non-favoured source) were not less effective, boosting fact belief by a similar amount across (absolute distance to the scale midpoint, mean-centred) and found that the significant three-way interaction remained significant, suggesting a left- versus right-wing bias in pre-correction belief in myths from attitude-congruent versus incongruent sources.
conditions (i.e. unlike the analysis of myth beliefs, there was still a congruence-based difference post-fact-check; $F_{1,343} = 9.19, p = 0.003$). Thus, by and large, (c) fact affirmations were equally effective in left- and right-wing participants.

### 6.4. Support

The composite support measure was analysed in a within–between ANOVA with the within-subjects factor fact-check (pre, post) and the between-subjects factors source congruence (congruent, incongruent) and myth:fact ratio (4 : 1, 4 : 4). Figure 3 shows the support scores across conditions.

Apart from the conceptually trivial main effect of source congruence, $F_{1,343} = 149.52$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.85$, indicating greater support for the favoured politician, the analysis yielded significant main effects of fact-check, $F_{1,343} = 53.16$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.13$, and myth:fact ratio, $F_{1,343} = 4.18$, $p = 0.04$, $\eta^2_p = 0.01$. These were qualified by a fact-check $\times$ myth:fact ratio interaction, $F_{1,343} = 31.41$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.08$, indicating that fact-checks reduced support—but only in the 4 : 1 condition ($F_{1,343} = 83.87$, $p < 0.001$) not the 4 : 4 condition ($F_{1,343} = 1.41$, $p = 0.236$). Thus, with regard to our second hypothesis (H2), it was found that candidate support did not change when an equal number of facts and myths were fact-checked (as in Swire et al. [39]), but support was reduced when participants received mostly myth corrections.

To better understand the interplay between perceived veracity, feelings and voting intentions, we ran a mediation analysis [60] to test the notion that at time 2 (post-manipulation), perceived veracity affected voting intentions through an indirect effect on feelings. We found that perceived veracity was a significant predictor of voting intentions, $t_{368} = 17.41$, $p < 0.001$ ($R^2 = 0.45$). Perceived veracity also predicted feelings, $t_{368} = 20.74$, $p < 0.001$ ($R^2 = 0.54$). When entering perceived veracity and feelings as concurrent predictors of voting intentions, feelings predicted voting intentions, $t_{367} = 23.47$, $p < 0.001$, but perceived veracity was no longer a significant predictor, $t_{367} = 1.44$, $p = 0.15$ ($R^2 = 0.78$). A Sobel test showed that the drop in prediction when entering feelings as the mediator was significant, $Z = 16.37$, $p < 0.001$. This is consistent with an indirect effect of perceived veracity on voting intentions via feelings.

We also tested correlations between the shift in beliefs with the shift in support. Overall, the change in myth beliefs correlated significantly with the change in the composite support score, $r = 0.346$, $p < 0.001$. Overall change in fact beliefs did not correlate with the change in the composite support score, $r = 0.075$, $p = 0.518$.

---

5An analysis including the political orientation factor can be found in electronic supplementary material, table S1. Moreover, for the interested reader, the results of separate ANOVAs on the three component measures can also be found in the electronic supplementary material, table S2; mean voting intentions, feelings and perceived veracity scores across conditions can be found in electronic supplementary material, figures S2–S4, respectively. Overall, the three measures behaved very similarly in response to the experimental manipulations.
p = 0.17. This outcome differs from the comparable immediate-test condition of the Swire et al. study, where the overall correlations between both myth belief or fact belief change and a composite score of feelings and voting intentions were small and non-significant. The pattern obtained in the present study was consistent across both political groups, left: \( r = 0.314, p < 0.001 \); right: \( r = 0.402, p < 0.001 \) for myth belief change; both \( r < 0.11, p > 0.21 \) for fact belief change. The correlation between myth belief change and support change was numerically larger in the 4 : 1 condition, \( r = 0.434, p < 0.001 \), than the 4 : 4 condition, \( r = 0.250, p = 0.001 \). A correlation between fact belief change and support change was present only in the 4 : 4 condition, \( r = 0.311, p < 0.001 \).

7. Discussion

The main result regarding myth belief and fact belief change was that participants updated their beliefs in accordance with the information received: affirmations increased fact beliefs, and refutations reduced myth beliefs. There was no evidence of motivated reasoning, and in fact, refutations reduced beliefs in myths more strongly if the myths came from a supported politician—that is, when there was congruence between the party affiliation of the participant and the politician (as discussed earlier, this counter-motivational effect was driven mainly by left-wing participants). The main result regarding politician support was that support decreased when mostly false statements were fact-checked (the 4 : 1 condition) but not when participants received an identical number of facts and myths (the 4 : 4 condition).

7.1. No attitude effects

The finding that pre-existing attitudes did not moderate belief change appears consistent with the attitude-protection hypothesis—that is, that motivated rejection of corrections occurs only for corrections which directly challenge strong attitudes [18,23]. While we used real statements from Shorten and Turnbull, we did not ensure that these statements reflected positions typically associated with each politician’s party. Even if they happened to do so, participants may not have shared their preferred party’s positions regarding the specific issues addressed (see [40–44]). Thus, it is unlikely that all of the fact-checks in the present study directly challenged strongly held convictions.

Future studies could contrast the impact of fact-checks relating to trivial or obscure topics with the impact of fact-checks relating to topics that are important and central to a politician’s platform, while measuring participants’ topic-specific attitudes. If attitude effects were found when strong beliefs are challenged, this would both support the attitude-protection hypothesis and reveal a limitation to fact-checking’s effectiveness under such conditions.
7.2. Motivated reasoning not stronger among conservatives

There was no evidence that right-wing individuals showed stronger motivated reasoning or were any more likely to persist believing in inaccurate information. However, as noted, the fact-checks used in this study were unlikely to challenge strong beliefs. The processing of such fact-checks may be unaffected by variables—such as dogmatism, need for closure and sensitivity to threat—on which conservatives tend to score high. Thus, the argument that motivated reasoning is often stronger among right-wing people—due to their higher levels of those three traits [45–49]—would not necessarily apply under the present conditions [50].

While neither left- nor right-wing participants showed evidence of bias in changing their beliefs, the left-wing group appeared somewhat biased in their initial beliefs: initial belief was higher for statements from the preferred compared to the non-preferred politician. It should be noted in this context that the present study sacrificed some experimental control in order to use real statements from real politicians. Thus, it is possible that left-wing participants’ apparent greater bias resulted from differences between the statements and politicians. For example, it may be that Turnbull was generally considered less credible than Shorten by partisans of both stripes, thus inflating the apparent bias of left-wing participants and deflating that of right-wing participants. Additionally, the two politicians held different positions—Turnbull was the prime minister at the time of testing, while Shorten was the leader of the opposition—which could have affected the results, for example, if the public generally applies higher standards to office holders and views them with greater scepticism than opposition leaders. Of course, statements differed, too, so the apparent asymmetry may have been caused by such idiosyncrasies.

7.3. Changes in support

The effects of fact-checking on support differed with the ratio of true and false statements. When there was an equal number of myths and facts, support was unaffected by fact-checking (cf. [39]). Moreover, balanced fact-checking had no impact on measures of support even when participants evaluated non-preferred politicians; these results can thus not be explained by motivated reasoning, which would only prevent a decline in attitudes towards preferred politicians [28]. Rather, a balanced sample of true and false statements may simply not substantially change the available evidence base or violate expectations. By contrast, when fact-checks involved primarily myths (four myths but only one fact), participants’ support did decline, despite the absence of attitude effects on belief change, and irrespective of whether the politician was from a participant’s preferred party. It seems most likely that this change in support was caused by the cumulative impact of evidence that the politician made many incorrect statements, with perceived veracity affecting voting intentions via an impact on participants’ feelings towards the respective politician. Thus, it appears that veracity does matter to voters, but that perceived veracity will be unaffected by a balance of positive and negative fact-checks.

These findings contrast with those of a follow-up study conducted in the USA by B Swire, A Berinsky, S Lewandowsky, UKH Ecker (2018, unpublished data) using statements from Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders. In that study, while balanced fact-checking of four true and four false statements again did not affect feelings, if mostly false statements from a politician were fact-checked, this caused a statistically significant decline in feelings towards that politician—in replication of the present results—although the magnitude of the overall effect was minute: Swire et al. observed an effect size of $\eta_p^2 = 0.02$ (an average decrease from 0.45 to 0.43 on a 0–1 scale), whereas the corresponding effect on feelings in the present study was $\eta_p^2 = 0.23$ (a decrease from 0.48 to 0.39). Thus, the main difference across studies was that Australians reduced their feelings towards politicians when discovering that 80% of their statements were untrue, whereas Americans’ feelings hardly shifted.

The reason for this discrepancy may relate to the fact that Australian politics is less polarized than US politics [61] and feelings for non-supported politicians in the US study were already relatively close to the floor (B Swire, A Berinsky, S Lewandowsky, UKH Ecker 2018, unpublished data). An interesting question in this context concerns the ‘magnitude’ of the political lies: the untruths disseminated by Bill Shorten and Malcolm Turnbull seem to pale in comparison to some of the disinformation spread by Donald Trump in particular [62]. Absent a quantification of the ‘magnitude’ of false statements, it is difficult to ascertain how this variable affected the results of the present study in comparison to the studies of Swire et al. [39] and B Swire, A Berinsky, S Lewandowsky, UKH Ecker (2018, unpublished data). However, we note that this factor makes the discrepancy between studies—namely that Australian voters reduced their feelings after the fact-checking of four relatively ‘small’ lies (and one fact),
whereas many US voters did not substantially reduce feelings after the fact-checking of four more substantial lies (and one fact)—all the more remarkable.

Ultimately, the present results suggest that fact-checking could serve as a genuine threat to the electability of politicians who regularly make false statements. This threat could, in turn, decrease the frequency with which politicians spread misinformation. In support, Nyhan & Reifler [63] found evidence suggesting that US state representatives made fewer inaccurate statements if they were reminded of the presence of fact-checkers in their state, and of the potential electoral or reputational consequences of receiving a negative fact-check rating. That being said, the ‘threat potential’ of fact-checking may be greater in countries with compulsory voting (such as Australia) in comparison to countries with voluntary voting, where dissatisfaction from negative fact-checks may cause people to abstain from voting.

Moreover, it should be noted that this study does not establish how durable any changes in beliefs, voting intentions, feelings or perceived veracity might be, as these variables were measured immediately after the presentation of fact-checks. In reality, there will often be a longer delay between people encountering fact-checks and making decisions regarding policies or politicians, and the impact of fact-checking on beliefs is likely to at least partially fade over this time [6,39,64] (but see also [9]). If beliefs partially revert to their initial positions over time, it may be that attitudes would, too. However, it is also plausible that people could forget the details of the fact-checks—that is, what the fact-checks said about the topics addressed—while remembering that they mostly indicated the politician was incorrect. If so, the impact of fact-checks on attitudes could remain fairly stable. It would be valuable for future studies to provide more clarity about how the impact of fact-checks changes over time by measuring beliefs and attitudes after a delay. Finally, it is also unknown how much of a reduction in feelings and support is needed to actually change a vote; illuminating this relation could also be a target for future research.

8. Conclusion

Altogether, this study’s findings are encouraging regarding both the potential effectiveness of fact-checking and the importance of veracity to voters. This is particularly so because we used real statements from real politicians, thus providing an externally valid test of whether fact-checks can change beliefs and supports, and whether this can occur unimpeded by initial attitudes [6,28,58]. That said, in this study, participants were unable to avoid fact-checks or to select which ones they received. In reality, some people may not encounter any fact-checks at all [9], and the sample of fact-checks which others encounter is often influenced by selective exposure and selective sharing [65,66]. Nevertheless, this study adds to the body of evidence (e.g. [9,36,37,63,67]) indicating that, to the extent that fact-checks are encountered, they have the potential to contribute to the functioning of democratic societies.
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